2019 Spring Strings
at Glacier Creek Preserve
featuring
the Rangbrook Ensemble

Date: Friday, 7 June 2019
Time: Refreshments at 6:30 pm; Music 7:00 – 8:30 pm
Location: 14810 State St., Bennington, NE 68007
Performing: Selections from J.S. Bach’s “Goldberg Variations” (arranged for string trio by Dmitry Sitkovetsky; duos by Rebecca Clarke and G. F. Handel)

Spring Strings is an event that connects the melodies of great composers with the beauty of the spring prairie. Please join us for this unique blend of music and nature. RSVP’s to unoglaciercreek@unomaha.edu are appreciated but not required.

About the Rangbrook Ensemble:
Founded in 2011, the Rangbrook Ensemble is a string trio and string sextet made up of Omaha and Lincoln-based professional musicians. Members of the ensemble are active in the Omaha and Lincoln Symphonies and various music education programs throughout the Southeast Nebraska area. The Rangbrook Ensemble’s members come from a variety of educational backgrounds including studies at the Cleveland Institute of Music, Boston University, and the Oberlin Conservatory. The Ensemble has performed their self-presented series in a wide variety of locations throughout Lincoln and Omaha, as well as performing on local concert series, including Lincoln Friends of Chamber Music and Vesper Concerts.

Links to individual bios:
(Bill Wolcott) http://www.rangbrookensemble.org/violins.html
(Jesse Griggs) http://www.rangbrookensemble.org/violas.html
(Sophia Potter) http://www.rangbrookensemble.org/cellos.html